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LIST OFofACRONYMS
Challenges and Recommendations
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Cagayan de Oro
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DILG

Department of the Interior and Local Government
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Integrated Bar of the Philippines
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Kapisanan ng mga Brodkaster ng Pilipinas
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Philippine Center for Investigative Journalism

PECOJON

Peace and Conflict Journalism Network
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Public Information Office
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Philippine National Police
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Participatory Research Organization of Communities
and Education towards Struggle for Self-reliance

PWD

Person with disability

RMN

Radio Mindanao Network

RTC

Regional Trial Court

SC

Supreme Court

VAWC

Violence against women and children

INTRODUCTION

T

his report summarizes the challenges and recommendations

shared during the dialogues between the media participants and the
local judges conducted in six of the Hustisya Natin training sessions
on monitoring the judiciary. The sessions were held in Baguio, Iloilo,
Cebu, Davao, Cagayan de Oro, and Bacolod.

Each of the dialogues, titled “More Light than Heat? Critique of
Coverage of Courts,” was moderated by Prof. Ramon R. Tuazon,
president of the Asian Institute of Journalism and Communication
(AIJC). The local judges who served as resource persons were as
follows:
1. Judge Mia Joy Oallares-Cawed of the Baguio Regional Trial Court;
2. Judge Marie Yvette D. Go
of the Iloilo Regional Trial Court;
3. Executive Judge Gilbert Moises
of the Cebu Regional Trial Court;
4. Judge Rowena A. Adlawan of the Davao City Regional Trial Court;
5. Executive Judge Dennis Alcantar of the Cagayan de Oro City
Regional Trial Court; and
6. Executive Judge Raymond Joseph G. Javier
of the Bacolod City
Regional Trial Court.
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Reporting on the Judiciary:
Experiences and Challenges

P

rof. Tuazon made an observation that news coverage of the

judiciary appears to be inadequate. He noted that often, there must
be an “external trigger” such as a conviction or high-profile parties
in a case in order for a case to be considered newsworthy.
He asked the participants to discuss the reasons for this and share
their experiences and challenges when reporting on the judiciary.
They discussed various issues regarding (1) work expectations of
and lack of initiatives from the editors; (2) inadequate journalist
training and the need for continuing education; and (3) obstacles
in accessing information from the courts.

Work Expectations of and Lack of Initiative from the Editors

Journalists from Baguio, Iloilo, and Cebu emphasized the role of
editors in increasing the coverage of the courts. The initiative, they
said, must come from the editors.
At the Baguio training, Mr. Rolando Fernandez of the Philippine
Daily Inquirer Northern Luzon Bureau said, “As a practitioner, I
think the editors have a big say. If the editors want a court story
every day, the reporter has no choice but to produce.”
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Mr. Jeony A. Bigay of DYHB-RMN, who was at the Iloilo training,
noticed a “change of mindset” among the “seniors” in the journalism
industry. He said they do not recognize stories about the courts as the
important issues of the day. “When the
story reaches the station, it gets cut in
the studio,” said Mr. Bigay. “I believe so
many journalists are into it but
gatekeepers decide which stories will
come out.”
In Cebu, Mr. Ed Karlon N. Rama of the
Peace and Conflict Journalism Network
(PECOJON) shared that not all news
agencies assign reporters to the justice
beat, even if it is “considered a major
beat.” He said that while there were justice beat reporters in Sun Star,
others have generalists. In Iloilo, Mr. Martian Earl J. Muyco of DYXL-TV4,
ABS-CBN News Bacolod, also shared that there is no specific reporter
designated to the courts in the local ABS-CBN.

Inadequate Journalist Training
and the Need for Continuing Education
Another obstacle the participants identified is the difficulty in
understanding the legal jargon and the processes in the justice
system due to the lack of training on the subject.
Mr. Francis Allan L. Angelo of The Daily Guardian, Mr. Niño Manaog
of The Capiz Times, and Ms. May Dela Cruz-Ortega of Aksyon Radyo
Iloilo, all from the Iloilo training, pointed out that reporters need
help in understanding the legal language.
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At the same session, Mr. Burgos of the Philippine Daily Inquirer
noted that some of the younger “millennial” reporters need to learn
that it is their “first responsibility” to know what they are writing
about. He said that training sessions such as those conducted by
Hustisya Natin “would hasten the learning,” but “experienced
reporters in the newsroom or the news organization should help
guide the new reporters through something like in-house mentoring
and tutoring.” Ms. Dela Cruz-Ortega added, “Sometimes, it’s not just
the millennial reporters who are having problems but also the senior
anchors.”
While a student taking up communication shared that learning
media laws and how to cover the court beat and legislative beat is
“required” at the University of the Philippines-Baguio, and though a
participant from West Visayas State University shared there is “no
problem” with the curriculum, the responses of journalists from
other training areas indicate that this is not always the case.
Mr. Bigay of DYHB-RMN, also from the Iloilo training, noted that in
the journalism curriculum of CHED, the journalism courses are
“shrinking” and that the journalism approach that focuses on the
justice system is “less of a priority.” He added, “Few are focusing on
this beat because of [the lack of] knowledge and training on jargon
and technicalities of justice system. As ordinary reporters,
practically speaking, they cannot filter what to cover.”
Ms. Ma. Theresa Angelina “Mayette” Q. Tabada of the University of
the Philippines-Cebu, a former journalist, observed similar
inadequacies in terms of academic training: “I think journalism is
increasingly endangered. Mass communication is shifting to
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communication with emphasis on new media and digital technology,
but journalism’s role in society—that’s increasingly being lost in the
dialogue.” She noted that students should not only practice writing
but also reading. “The new media is
shifting the skills of youth now to images.
[Getting] a little information [already]
makes you an expert. [This is] dangerous,”
she pointed out.

Ms. Tabada also emphasized the lack of
student exposure to court coverage: “It
begins with teachers not having enough
exposure to covering the courts.” She
noted that during their internship,
students are usually assigned to the police
beat instead. Asst. Prof. Melita C. “Bing” Aguilar of Silliman University, a
participant in Bacolod, pointed out a similar “dilemma in the academe”:
“We always teach students with media laws and ethics. In real practice,
they say, Ma’am Bing, it’s not what you’re telling us.” Another Bacolod
participant, Mr. Israel Vincent “Don” Dolido of Bombo Radyo Iloilo,
shared that there are “fewer mass communication graduates going into
radio and TV” because they are fed the “wrong information.” He said,
“We need to teach them the reality in the media.”
To address such concerns, Ms. Tabada suggests a “closer tie-up between
academe and industry.” Continuing education is key, according to Ms.
Eileen Mangubat, also from the University of the Philippines-Cebu.
At the Iloilo training, Mr. Ted Aldwin E. Ong of Rappler MovePH and the
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Iloilo Metropolitan Times agreed that there is a need to “invest in a
lot of capacity building for reporters.” He added, “One intervention I
find effective is doing some education programs or fellowships on a
particular issue.”
He gave training on covering PWDs as an example: “We open it to
media practitioners or journalists for them to have a capacity to
understand [the subject] for them to cover locally and for them to
see what stories [should be covered]…”
At the same session, Mr. Muyco of DYXL-TV4, ABS-CBN News
Bacolod, pointed out the need for a one-day seminar for Bacolod
reporters, “especially the younger ones.”
A participant in Baguio asked how law students can help journalists
understand the legal system, while in Cebu, a law student suggested
helping the media understand the legal language using the “layman’s
approach” through their legal aid work. Ms. Mangubat noted that the
Philippine Center for Investigative Journalism (PCIJ) has already
published a book on covering the courts. She described it as the
“quickest introduction tailored to journalists working on a deadline.”
She noted, however, that she has been looking for copies but it
seems to be difficult to find. Prof. Tuazon said he will ask Ms. Malou
Mangahas of PCIJ if they can find a donor to reprint the books.
In Davao, University of Mindanao faculty member Ms. Gerlieta S.
Ruiz suggested that members of the media enroll in the College of
Law in order to understand the rules and processes in the justice
system. Mr. John Paul T. Jubelag of The Mindanao Bulletin and Mr.
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Estanio of DXMD-AM/RMN General Santos both responded that
journalists need not study law as long as they read about the justice
system and attend training sessions such as the one conducted by
Hustisya Natin.
The training materials, according to Mr. Fernandez of the Philippine
Daily Inquirer Northern Luzon Bureau from the Baguio training,
should be replicated and distributed among journalists. He noted,
“You don’t expect the judge or court personnel to tell you what you
cannot do.”

Obstacles in Accessing Information from the Courts

Many of the journalists who participated in the training cited
problems in the accessibility of information from the courts.
BAGUIO
In Baguio, Ms. Leia Fidelis Castro-Margate,
a former journalist and now a professor at
the University of the Philippines-Baguio,
said journalists can report on statistical
data such as the number of cases filed that
ended in convictions, and the number of
pending cases. She noted, however, that in
Baguio, statistics are available at
the city jail, but nobody can provide
collated data in the courts. She noted that
it is possible that there could be a misunderstanding about the records
being requested as there might be special terminologies journalists are
unaware of.
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Another Baguio participant, Mr. Gabriel “Ging” Cardinoza of the
Philippine Daily Inquirer Northern Luzon Bureau, expressed the
need for online access to data such as hearing schedules.
Judge Cawed responded to these concerns, explaining that there
should be information available with the prosecutor as there are
monthly reports due on the 10th of every month. Journalists can
write a short letter to formalize their request, which can be
forwarded by the staff to the person in charge. The judge also
explained that there is no website for the Baguio courts yet,
although Quezon City is already using electronic processes.
The judge added that not all court records are confidential. While
some can be confidential at one point in time, depending on the
stage of the case, they can become public records later. She also
emphasized that journalists should request for data from specific
periods because courts do not have enough personnel to watch over
them if they insist to go through the records themselves. She
explained that the court has the responsibility to ensure the safety
of such records, including those open to the public.

ILOILO
Obtaining court documents is “easy” according to Ms. Lorena C.
Navallasca of PROCESS Foundation Panay, Inc., but it is the legal
process that is difficult for the media to understand. She noted, “In
order to appreciate the work of the judiciary, you can’t just be a
media person interested in a topic, but you should be an advocate of
change.” A participant—Ms. Runelyn R. Jamolo of DyLL Radyo ng
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Bayan-Iloilo—asked for the best time to interview the executive
judge. Judge Go recommended scheduling interviews in the
afternoon except on Mondays because
of the raffling of cases.
CEBU
Similar with Iloilo, court documents are
“generally available” in Cebu, according
to Ms. Mangubat of University of the
Philippines-Cebu. “It just depends on how
industrious the reporter is and how good
the contact base is.”
Mr. Rama of PECOJON, on the other hand, detailed the challenges in
reporting on the judiciary: “Our courthouses are far from each other.
In order for me to cover Mandaue, I have to run across to the end of
the city to cover three court houses.” He added, “There are rules that
are different from one court to another. The law is uniform, but how
it’s manifested in the courtrooms is very different.” He pointed out
that the problems in accessibility have something to do with the court
or the branch—not necessarily the judges.
Executive Judge Moises addressed this, explaining that court records
are generally public records except for some such as those involving
minors. He recommended going to litigants to access information,
then confirm using court records. He said, “It seems you are asking me
if there is instruction from the people in the court not to give
information to the media. We do not do that. The court is a passive
institution. You come to the court, the records are there, available to
the public.”
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DAVAO
Most of the participating journalists in Davao did not raise any issues
or questions regarding the accessibility of information from the courts
except for Mr. Estanio of DXMD-AM/RMN General Santos, who asked
Judge Adlawan to share with her colleagues that the judges themselves
“become the obstacles to access to information from the courts.” He
added, “There are judges who look down on us. And yet all we are
doing is asking questions. Some even yell and get angry at us.”
Judge Adlawan reminded the participants that they can access court
records as long as they are public, but emphasized that information
about violence against women and children (VAWC) cases and national
security and private affairs cases cannot be released.

CAGAYAN DE ORO
Here, a journalist shared, “It’s been a challenge, really, since it’s
martial law, especially when Maute cases were transferred to CDO.
One of the challenges we faced is a few prosecutors told us they have
a gag order and they cannot comment.” The same journalist asked if
the news media can “pressure local courts to say something about
certain cases especially critical cases about the Maute group
regardless if it is martial law or not.”
In response, Judge Alcantar said that the Regional Trial Court (RTC)
clerk of court called to consult him about a request the RTC received
for general access on some of the accused in the rebellion. He
responded that as long as there is a request in writing, stating the
purpose, the public document such as the copy of the information can
be provided.
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The judge added, “Although an information usually for rebellion can
be sourced from many other sources. The accused himself is given a
copy. The lawyer and the family of the accused [also have a copy]. If
they choose to get it from the court, the request should be made in
writing.”
Another participant, Mr. Ramil Bangues of DXBC/RMN, noted that
“some hide their promulgations.” Judge Alcantar said that while he
was unable to compare the situation between Cagayan de Oro and
other areas, the process is the same across all of the courts. “The
rule is once it is promulgated—where a decision is already sent out
to the parties—you can ask from the parties or go to the court to ask
for a copy,” the judge reiterated. “Just show your purpose and your
relation to the case. Without this, the court will not grant it.”
Atty. Ma. Gemma Teresa L. Gavine of the Office of the Ombudsman
Mindanao Regional Office was a guest at the Cagayan de Oro
training, and she informed the participants that at her office, when a
decision is released, she refuses to grant requests for comment as
she is not the official resource person. Reporters, however, may
follow the process for case status inquiries, which involves filling
out a form or submitting a letter.
Ms. Jocelyn Ferol of RMN DXRS Surigao shared that there are times
when the judge or the city prosecutor also refuse to comment when
journalists ask about cases. Thus, the journalists go to their offices
to get information about programs and projects instead.
Mr. Bangues of DXBC/RMN asked if the media will be held liable for
releasing a scoop based on leaked court documents on criminal,
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administrative, or civil cases. Judge Alcantar answered that the
judge and the clerk of court will be responsible in such cases.
Some of the journalist participants
expressed their frustration over judges’
refusal to grant interviews. One stressed
the media’s need for talking heads, which
add “weight” to a story. One, Ms. Greanne
Mendoza of ABS-CBN Cagayan de Oro,
asked Judge Alcantar how reporters can
get a source to discuss a case. The judge
recommended asking questions without a
camera and a recorder, then ask if the
judge can be quoted.

BACOLOD
A journalist requested the judge to clarify the Bacolod City Regional
Trial Court’s policy on taking photos and videos during court
coverage. In response, Executive Judge Javier noted that the taking of
photos and videos during hearings is prohibited. He explained, “The
reason is very simple: the right of the accused. He has the right to be
presumed innocent.” He added that the case “becomes a public trial”
if it is covered by the media before the decision has been
promulgated.
On the other hand, he said the media may already take photos and
videos during the promulgation, as long as the face of the judge is
blurred for safety reasons.
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Perceptions of Judges
Toward Media Relations

T

he judges discussed how they viewed their engagement with

the local media and responded to the participants’ queries about the
media relations of the courts.
Asked why some judges do not allow interviews, Judge Alcantar of
Cagayan de Oro and Executive Judge Moises of Cebu emphasized
judges’ busy schedules.
Apart from the workload, Judge Alcantar said that another reason
could be unpleasant past experiences of judges with the media, such
as being asked questions “in a harsh manner” or being misquoted.
Executive Judge Moises shared a similar experience: “[Atty. Te] said
that the judge speaks through the decisions and orders he issues.
That explains why we are shy to media… because when we open our
mouths we get misquoted. But understandably, the reporter [may
have a] different understanding. So the less we talk, the better. Just
look at the orders and decisions.” He added, “But I agree that there
are times when we need to explain and clarify so the reporter can
understand and translate it better for public consumption.”
In Cagayan de Oro, Atty. Gavine of the Office of the Ombudsman
Mindanao Regional Office shared an example of a “bad experience”
she had with the media as well: “I said I was not the official
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spokesperson, but we noticed that the [reporter] was still
recording.”
Judge Alcantar underlined that the media
and the judiciary must establish “good
rapport” that is “based on trust and
confidence” but also “cognizant of the
limitations.”
During the Davao training, Judge Adlawan
shared that when she was executive judge
in Davao del Norte, she had a dialogue
with the media where she asked them for
feedback about the court. She noted,
however, that she did not know if other judges did the same.
Though she guaranteed that the journalist participants would not have
a hard time getting information from her court, she acknowledged
that they had difficult experiences with other courts. She advised that
they approach the “friendlier” prosecutor’s offices to gather
information.
On the other hand, Executive Judge Javier expressed his appreciation
of the relationship between the media and the court in Bacolod. He
said, “I’ll be honest. Here in Negros, [in] Bacolod City, in fairness, the
media really covers the court… Print media, and radio, and TV, they
cover, really. And in our Hall of Justice here, we are very transparent.”
He reiterated, however, that there are areas for improvement: “I’d just
like to remind you [that] if the decision comes out involving minors,
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VAWC, women, [and the] abused… you don’t announce their name.”
He recommended that the journalists use an alias and avoid showing
the subjects in the videos.

Views on the Quality of News
Reports on the Courts

A

sked for their opinions on how the courts are being covered in

the news, there was some positive feedback, specifically from
Bacolod and Cebu.
As earlier discussed, Executive Judge Javier from Bacolod believes
there is sufficient local media coverage of the courts.
Ms. Mangubat of the University of the Philippines-Cebu emphasized
that the court beat or the justice beat is a “regular generator of
some of the biggest stories.” She noted, “It is recognized as a prime
beat, a high generating beat.” Executive Judge Moises described the
media coverage of the court in Cebu to be “satisfactory,” with “fair”
reporting in recent years. “Not so much—I think—alarming [cases],”
he noted.
There were more participants who shared constructive criticism,
however, specifically concerning (1) incomprehensible news articles
on court cases; (2) inadequate background information/context
about cases; (3) saturated topics vis-à-vis court issues and
concerns lacking news coverage; and (4) inaccurate reports on the
courts.
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Incomprehensible News Articles on Court Cases

Atty. Pachico Seares of the Cebu Citizens-Press Council pointed out
that he finds it “disturbing” that there are news stories he could not
understand. He said there are journalists who merely “parrot” the
terms they encounter and do not seem to understand court
procedures. He added, “The teachers here would agree [with the
need to emphasize the importance of] clarity of the story. I think
that’s more important than anything, aside from correctness of
facts.”
Atty. Seares also pointed out that “it’s important to make the story
as substantial and as clear as possible.” At the same session, Ms.
Mangubat of the University of the Philippines-Cebu said journalists
need to “learn how to consistently report and comment with
precision.”
In Baguio, Mr. Fernandez of the Philippine Daily Inquirer Northern
Luzon Bureau observed that some
reporters submit articles that look like a
“lawyer’s brief” with terms that are not
explained. He noted, “[It seems they think
that] once they have the facts, they can
just copy without explaining the terms. It
takes some time to know that.” In Iloilo,
Mr. Burgos of the Philippine Daily Inquirer
gave the following advice to reporters,
especially those from the younger
generation: “Don’t report on something
you don’t understand.”
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Inadequate Background Information/Context About Cases

At the Baguio training, Mr. Fernandez of Inquirer Northern Luzon
said providing background information about a case must be a
standard operating procedure. Even if a celebrated case is in the
newspaper every day, for example, the reporter should still “give
context on the new development.” He emphasized, “Putting context
to a story makes the print, which is an endangered species now,
different from other mediums… That is part of informing the
citizenry and that is the duty of the reporter.” Ms. Tonette Orejas
of the Philippine Daily Inquirer shared, “The Inquirer has this
section about what happened before… Very brief.”
Some participants attributed the inadequate background
information to space issues. Ms. Castro-Margate of the University of
the Philippines-Baguio said, “[The] problem with editing it is you are
only allotted a small space for publishing stories. Background tends
to be deleted.”
At the Iloilo training, Mr. Burgos of the Philippine Daily Inquirer
shared that due to the “crisis” faced by the print industry, there is a
“cutback on space.” He said, “As much as we would like to put
background to make our stories comprehensive, usually, background
and context are removed in many other stories, not just court
stories.”
In Cebu, Mr. Rama of PECOJON responded to a similar concern
raised by Judge Ingles. When the judge asked why journalists do not
include the process when reporting on the courts, Mr. Rama
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explained, “Space is a consideration; it will keep me from sharing the
more ‘delicious’ details. I must consider the demand of my editor.”
Another participant from Cebu echoed this, noting that writing news
for radio “has to be brief and concise” according to the rules of the
Kapisanan ng mga Brodkaster ng Pilipinas (Association of
Broadcasters of the Philippines).
Atty. Seares of the Cebu Citizens-Press Council added that
“everyday stories compete for space.” He agreed with the comment
of Executive Judge Moises, however, regarding the lack of
background information about issues covered: “The crux of the issue
is not dealt with in many stories. [It could be the] fault of the
reporter, the lapse of the editor… They miss what is important. They
go to highlights, [other] facts…”
Another reason for the lack of context is the inability of journalists
to explain the legal terms. At the Iloilo training, Mr. Manaog of The
Capiz Times said journalists are “not as well versed as lawyers when
it comes to the legalese,” which is why they only quote from
decisions.
In connection with the issue of inadequate context, a law student in
Baguio commented that news organizations also have a tendency to
discontinue reporting on developments about certain issues when
more newsworthy topics emerge. There should be follow-through
and “consistent coverage,” he said, so that readers can have a full
understanding of issues raised.
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Saturated Topics vis-à-vis Court Issues
and Concerns Lacking News Coverage

DOMINANCE OF NEWS ON CONVICTIONS?
Prof. Tuazon made an observation that there appears to be a
dominance of stories on convictions, while a number of important
issues and concerns remain unreported. Executive Judge Moises of
Cebu agreed: “Sometimes you wonder why the reporting focuses
only on criminal cases, convictions. Less on acquittals. I don’t know
what media wants to project.”
The executive judge explained that the media should understand the
presumption of innocence and the process in decision making in
court. He noted that there are times when the judge is assumed to
be “bought” or “influenced” even when the prosecution “failed to
establish the guilt of the accused beyond reasonable doubt.” He
stressed, “If there is no reporting on that matter, people in general
won’t really appreciate the workings of the court.”

In the Cebu session, Mr. Roy August M.
Bustillo of KBP Dumaguete admitted to
covering “court cases pursuing litigation
process, but other than that, nothing.” He
explained that these are cases the
audience is interested to know because
“everybody knows everybody” in
Dumaguete.
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REASONS FOR THE LACK OF COVERAGE ON OTHER COURT ISSUES
On the other hand, there were participants who pointed out
obstacles to the release or publication of some stories on the
judiciary.
One hindrance is the lack of sufficient information to complete
reports.
In Iloilo, Mr. Francis Allan L. Angelo of The Daily Guardian said,
“There’s interest in other stories but what we need is access to
information. We appreciate [Iloilo Hall of Justice Executive Judge
Loida Diestro] Maputol’s work, though scant information was given
to us…”
A participant in the Davao training, Mr. Saturnino “Jun” Estanio, Jr.
of DXMD-AM/RMN General Santos, shared his “difficult” experience
covering the court in General Santos City: “Sometimes, there is a
prosecutor or judge who would give the media information. But
there are others who would say they cannot give information as it is
not allowed—they still need to get permission from a higher court.”
Other concerns raised by the participants are the issue of space and
reporters’ busy schedules due to quotas/deadlines.
Atty. Seares of the Cebu Citizens-Press Council said, “Acquittal is
also reported but if it’s not as newsworthy as other stories, [then it
is not released].” He noted that this is connected with the issue of
competing for space in the newspaper.
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Ms. Jamolo of DyLL Radyo ng Bayan-Iloilo said that while the justice
beat is “an offshoot of the defense beat,” field reporters face
“realities and challenges” in their line of work, such as their quota of
three stories per day.
Ms. Orejas of the Philippine Daily Inquirer in Baguio acknowledged
the need for reporters to write about other stories such as those on
judicial reform. She explained that journalists are unable to cover
such topics “for reason of so many things to do.” She added, “It
should be balanced. Report what is good and bad, the same way we
give fair reporting to criminals. [Even if the person is a] criminal, we
still get their side.”
Another issue that may prevent the local media from covering the
judiciary is the risk associated with it. A participant in the Davao
training pointed out that while journalists in the national
newspapers and television networks “get to be heard,” those in the
local media are “muted by those in power.”

In Bacolod, Ms. Cindy Bonachita of Island
News shared the challenges faced by the
independent media in Dumaguete that
prevent them from pursuing investigative
journalism. Though she is interested in
doing exposés, she noted that it is
difficult because “most [of the]
politicians… control the members of the
media.” She added that independent
journalists in Dumaguete do not receive
insurance coverage from their employer.
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TOPICS THAT REQUIRE MORE COVERAGE IN THE NEWS MEDIA:
THE GOOD AND THE BAD
Though none of the other participants elaborated on the issue of
corruption in the judiciary during the dialogues, this was identified
among the topics that need to be covered in the news.
Apart from the topic of corruption, Mr. Burgos of the Philippine
Daily Inquirer in Iloilo also cited the lack of judges and prosecutors,
the role of the judiciary and the media, and how the justice system
works. He noted, “We should deal with mechanics and processes as
well… [and] educate people [about] how they can participate and
spot weaknesses.”
Judge Go of Iloilo recommended stories on appointments, judges’
compulsory retirement, the shortage in RTC judges and provincial
prosecutors, and issues in decentralization. She explained, “Because
even for court personnel, the appointment process is slow. Even for
security personnel and maintenance, when there is a problem, the
executive judge still needs to contact Manila. Even for supplies. Why
not have decentralization, rather than have it centralized in Manila?”
In Cagayan de Oro, Judge Alcantar pointed out that journalists
should look into the budget for prisoners and the “overcrowding” of
detention facilities as well as rehabilitation centers. In prison
facilities, those designed for 1,000 persons are occupied by 3,000,
while those designed for 90 are occupied by 600 or 700, which
explains why inmates need to “sleep by batches.”
Another topic that has not been covered in the news, according to
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Judge Cawed of Baguio, is the rule on using electronic evidence in
the court, which she used as basis for allowing parties to testify
online via Skype or Facebook, such as in cases in family courts
where one of the parties is abroad.
On the other hand, Executive Judge Moises from Cebu said the
selection of topics to cover is “up to the reporters.” He noted,
however, that he appreciates reports that seek to help people
understand why the justice system “seems to be slow.”
He shared issues such as the “unusually high” case load in Cebu—
with an average of 732 cases compared to the “ideal” number of 100
to 200—because of the drug cases as well as the cases forwarded
from Mandaue and Lapu-Lapu per the order of the Supreme Court:
“New [drug] cases are given to regular courts to give drug courts
time to review pending cases. [With the] Tokhang policy… police had
to meet their quota…” Executive Judge Moises hoped the president
would appoint a new judge as there are several open courts in
Mandaue and Lapu-Lapu.

Judge Cawed of Baguio likewise
recommended that the news media
address comments on “delayed justice”
and report on the efforts of the courts to
reduce the number of cases. “It is not true
that all cases are delayed,” she
emphasized in Filipino. “There was a
murder case that people said took too
long… There were five victims. Delays
were due to availability of prosecution
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witnesses. We finished in two years but I got a lot of flak. They said
it took too long, but was that long, with five cases?”
Judge Alcantar of Cagayan de Oro shared the same concern. He
noted that feedback about how the Supreme Court or the judiciary
“has always been working on [a] glacial pace” and how it takes
courts “a long time to decide cases” is “not fair because the delay is
due to many factors.”
Among the factors Judge Alcantar mentioned were the lack of
prosecutors, judges, and PAO lawyers for those who could not afford
to hire private lawyers for their defense. He pointed out, “More than
50 percent of cases are handled by PAO.” He continued, “Who will
decide to increase the number of prosecutors and PAO lawyers?
DOJ. Who will appropriate money for the budget? It is the
legislative. I cannot see the reason why they keep complaining that
the courts take so much time… because there are no courthouses, no
prosecutors, no electricity, no internet, no PAO lawyers. They want
a justice system of a first world country but the budget is that of a
third world country. Tell your congressmen.”
Several judges recommended stories on the ongoing judicial reforms
that help reduce the dockets.
In Cebu, Executive Judge Moises shared that there is the Philippine
Mediation Center, where mediators are directed by the court to
settle cases amicably. In Baguio, Judge Cawed discussed the roles of
mediation and judicial dispute resolution.
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Through a slide presentation, Judge Adlawan of Davao discussed six
examples of judicial reforms in the city: (1) the “Hustisyeah!” project,
which aims to “reduce docket congestion” and “speed up the
dispensation of justice in the trial courts”; (2) the e-court system,
which seeks to “organize and control case workflows, from filing to
implementation”; (3) the adoption of the guidelines for continuous
trial of criminal cases in pilot courts (A.M. NO. 15-06-10-SC); (4) the
mandating of regional trial courts to hear, try, and decide newlyfiled drug cases (A.M. NO. 16-07-06-SC); (5) the guidelines for
decongesting holding jails by enforcing the rights of accused
persons to bail and to speedy trial (A.M. NO. 12-11-2-SC) ; and (6) the
Judicial Affidavit Rule. She said, “I hope the media will pick it up so
the people can see that the judiciary is working for the interest of
the nation.”
Executive Judge Javier shared that Bacolod and Iloilo might “pilot”
the electronic courts (e-courts) next year. In addition, he cited the
“continuous trial rule,” which was also mentioned by Judge Alcantar
in the Cagayan de Oro session.
“Judges will try cases morning and
afternoon. The prosecution will be able to
present evidence within 90 days… Then
the court, the judge, is given 90 days to
decide,” Judge Alcantar explained. She
added, “If the accused cannot present
sufficient evidence, there will be
conviction. If the judge cannot decide
within 90 days, he is fined. Is that
new? These positive stories should be
encouraged,”
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according to Judge Cawed of Baguio. “If it’s bad, report it. But if
there’s something good, report it as well,” she said.
At the same session, Ms. Mary Joy Fay Seng, alumni representative of
the University of Baguio School of Law, also expressed interest in
more positive news. “Maybe the reporters can refer to cases in the
Supreme Court not generally known to the public [such as a] case
about a judge wrongfully accused of a misdeed that turned out to be
fake… to draw attention from the negative aspects,” she
recommended. The same participant noted that she appreciated the
efforts of Baguio Midland Courier to focus on positive things
happening in the city and in the Cordillera.

INACCURATE REPORTS ON THE COURTS
Probably the worst criticism of the media’s coverage of the courts is
about inaccuracies in the news.
According to Executive Judge Moises of Cebu, while print journalists
appear to be “careful,” those working in radio tend to “have
discussions [on court cases] that are far from the issue” and even
“share nonsense opinions.” This, he emphasized, “affects their
reputation,” which is why he advised being more “meticulous” in
choosing reporters for radio programs.
In Iloilo, Ms. Mary Jane R. Homena of the Western Visayas Network
of Development NGOs said she was “not contented with the quality
of media presentation and information” because it “tends to be too
‘showbiz’” and journalists “even inject their own opinion.” She noted
that the media must assume the role of “teaching” the community
instead.
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Journalists and the Judiciary:
Proposed points for collaboration

T

he judges and the participants discussed recommendations

and options for collaboration between the media and the courts,
especially at the local level, including (1) tips on gathering
information from the courts; (2) regular dialogues between the
media and the judiciary; and (3) assignment of spokespersons
in the local courts.

Tips on Gathering Information from the Courts
The judges and some participants shared advice on how
to obtain certain types of information from the courts.
BAGUIO
Judge Cawed said the clerk of court at the Municipal Trial Court can
provide documents that journalists may need. She also noted that
requests for copies of pending and aging cases are sometimes
referred to the Office of the Court Administrator, especially when
they request to look for the documents themselves. This is because
the courts need to secure the records from any possible damages
such as torn pages.
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CAGAYAN DE ORO
A participant, Atty. Rosemarie D. Anacan-Dizon, advised the
journalists that there is an information center/kiosk at the lobby of
the Court of Appeals-Mindanao Station where they can inquire
about the status of pending cases through a computerized system.
Walk-ins are accommodated by the Officer of the Day.
She shared that they can search for the status of cases through the
“Court of Appeals CDO or Court of Appeals Mindanao Station
website” or call the court directly. She noted, however, that the only
information that can be released is “whether the case is pending for
completion or submitted for decision.”

CEBU
In response to the query of Ms. Izobelle T. Pulgo of Cebu Daily News
about whom to approach regarding the number of drug cases
decided on, Executive Judge Moises said journalists can go to his
office, but he will refer them to the office of the clerk of court.

DAVAO
Responding to a participant’s query regarding reporting on abuses of
power in the judiciary, Judge Adlawan suggested writing to the court
administrator. As for the query on the “safe approach” in covering
stories on abuses in the news, the judge replied, “My advice would
be to just stick to the facts. So when you give your opinion, be
careful with your choice of words.”
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BACOLOD
Most of the participants did not share complaints regarding access
to information, but one asked Executive Judge Javier about what
seemed to her as a “code of silence” at the Hall of Justice when she
asked for details about the alleged suspension of a high-ranking
government official. The people she spoke with said they did not
have documents related to her inquiry, and that they had not been
informed by the Supreme Court about it. Executive Judge Javier
suggested that she visit the Supreme Court website, where all
promulgated cases are made available.

Regular Dialogues Between the Media and the Judiciary
Journalists from Baguio, Iloilo, and Davao expressed support for
dialogues between the media and court personnel. In the Davao
training, a participant identified the local dialogue in Tagum as one
of the good practices of the court.
Judge Alcantar of Cagayan de Oro likewise recommended inviting
the media to the dialogue with the Integrated Bar of the Philippines
(IBP) once every six months. He suggested having copies of the
agenda distributed ahead, and having the dialogues properly
documented. He offered some advice on how the media can
participate in the dialogues: “You can always tell IBP to invite people
from the media. It will be a proper forum. Properly documented, well
attended… you can raise things to be clarified.”
Apart from these, Judge Alcantar recommended, “If you want to have
it institutionalized, there’s also the meeting of the pillars of the
justice system, the PNP, fire safety, DILG entities, and the judges…
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You can also request that media people be included because… if
some of the courts or the other government agencies would like
some information disseminated, they would immediately go for
that.” Invitations, he said, can be sent through the Cagayan de Oro
Press Club, and eventually, the dialogues can be replicated in other
areas.
In Baguio, Judge Cawed welcomed the idea of having a dialogue but
at the same time urged journalists to “be more creative,” “have more
initiative,” and “be more resourceful” in gathering information about
the courts.
Mr. Burgos of the Philippine Daily Inquirer pointed out at the Iloilo
training that journalists can initiate dialogues with lawyers on how
the media can avoid misreporting. Judge Go expressed support for
such a dialogue.

Assignment of Spokespersons in the Local Courts
The option of having spokespersons in the local courts was
discussed.
In Cebu, Executive Judge Moises did not appear to be open to the
idea. He said it is “difficult” to appoint a spokesperson in Cebu
because “there are different judges with different views.” He also
explained that the court “cannot intervene.” He added, “There are
times when a judge or spokesperson for that matter gets so
acquainted with the reporter, he comes out with his own personal
opinion and sometimes he would say, this is my own opinion, but it
comes out already as the perception of the judge of a particular
case. I would like to stress that that is not right.”
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Judge Alcantar of Cagayan de Oro, on the other hand, is open to the
possibility. He said it could be an option in order for the media to
get “proper, credible sources for a news item.”
He said, “I don’t know if we can try to designate the RTC clerk of
court but you have to understand that the person will also have
some limitations. We can try with what is available but you just have
to be patient with some items… rather than 'no comment'.” He said
that he will “clear” the idea with the Supreme Court and the PIO. “If
it’s of a local concern I think it can be done with the same
limitations—factual and no preempting of decisions,” he added.
At the end of each dialogue, the judges and resource persons
expressed gratitude for the opportunity to exchange stories, ideas,
and recommendations with regard to journalists’ coverage of the
courts as well as media relations with the judiciary. In all six
training sessions, the resource persons and many of the participants
demonstrated openness to the suggestions for collaboration.
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